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This guide has been  compiled by the Directorate-General  for 
Research  and Documentation of the European  Parliament at the request 
of the  Christian-Democratic Group. 
Its aim is to provide precise information  on  the procedures to 
be observed in submitting applications  and the manner  in which these 
applications are  considered by the  Commission  departments responsible 
for  administering  the European Regional  Development  Fund. 
The  attention of readers is drawn  to the fact that the operation 
of the Regional  Fund  may  undergo  certain changes  in the next  few 
months.  Should  such  changes  occur,  the relevant sections of the 
guide will be updated. I. 
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The  Heads  of State or  Government  of the European  Community, 
meeting  in Paris  on  9  and 10  December  1974,  decided that a 
European Regional  Development  Fund would be set up.  The  Fund 
was  established by  Council Regulation No.  724/75  of 18 March  19751• 
At  the  same  time,  the Regional  Policy Committee was  set up. 
The  Fund,  in conjunction with national aids,  should permit, 
with the progressive realization of economic  and monetary union, 
the  correction of the main regional  imbalances  in the  Community 
and particularly those resulting  from the preponderance of agri-
culture and  from industrial  change  and structural underemployment. 
The  Community's  regional  development policy is not based 
solely on  the Fund itself.  As  early as  1971,  the  Council  adopted 
a  resolution on general regional  aid schemes  to put an  end to the 
escalating  competition in regional  ~id and to coordinate ·such aid. 
The  Commission,  for its part,  had  finalized principles  for  the 
progressive  coordination of general regional  aid schemes2,  which 
it intended to introduce to ensure the application of Articles  92 
et seq.  of the EEC  Treaty.  In  a  later communication to the Council, 
on  26  February 19753,  it extended this coordination for  a  period of 
three years  to all the regions  of the Community. 
There  are therefore  two  aspects to regional policy:  on  the 
one hand,  it is aimed at restricting the tendency to the haphazard 
expansion of regional  aid  systems;  on the other,  it attempts to 
encourage the most useful projects  financed by the Member  States. 
1  OJ  No.  L  73,  21  March  1975 
2  OJ  No.  c  111,  4  November  1971 
3  Bulletin of the European  Communities  No.  2/75 Community regional  policy is supplemented  in an  important way 
by the action of the Social  Fund  and  the European Agricultural 
Guidance  and  Guarantee  Fund  (Guidance  Section),· which often have 
a  strongly regional bias.  Similarly,  the funding  activities of 
the ECSC  and  the European  Investment  Bank  constitute a  very effective 
addition to the overall effort towards better-balanced regional 
development. 
0 
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This  second guide,  which  is intended to be essentially 
practical,  follows  the guide to the European  Social  Fund.  It 
deals only with the activity of the Regional  Fund proper.  Like 
the first guide,  it leaves  aside the political aspects of the 
Fund  and  concentrates  on  the practical matters of the  submission 
and  consideration of applications  for  aid. 
Before the end of 1977,  a  decision  should be taken to extend 
and,  possibly,  to amend  the regulation establishing the Regional 
Fund.  If any of the procedures  described below are  changed,  the 
guide will be updated. 
For  reasons  of space,  this guide  cannot go  into the regional 
aid  systems  in force in the Member  States.  In  any case,  such 
information  could only be provided by the  commission.  The  Commission 
has  said in its guidelines on  Community regional policy that it is 
preparing  a  publication setting out,  in a  common  programme,  the 
various  aids  and grant systems which exist in the different Member 
States and that it will  specify the priorities and details of the 
Community's  regional  policy.  This publication,  which will be kept 
regularly up to date,  is directed at potential  investors  and 
regional  authorities. 
- 2  -I.  PROJECTS  FINANCED  BY  THE  FUND 
The  European Regional  Development  Fund may  contribute to the 
financing of  investments which exceed  50,000 u.a.  and  fall within 
any of the  following  three categories: 
industrial,  handicraft or  service activities, 
infrastructures directly linked with these activities, 
infrastructures linked with hill-farming and  farming  in 
certain less-favoured areas. 
As  an  instrument of regional  policy,  the  Fund  must be 
selective.  In each of the three  categories certain conditions must 
be fulfilled for  projects to be eligible for  Community  funds. 
1.  Industrial,  handicraft or service activities 
Investments  roay  receive  Community  aid: 
if they are economically  sound; 
if they benefit  from state regional  aids,  and 
if the  investments  create at least 10 new  jobs  or  maintain 
existing  jobs,  provided they fall within the  framework  of  a 
conversion or  restructuring plan to ensure that the under-
taking  concerned is competitive. 
So  far,  the  following  in particular have  received aid  from 
the Fund: 
the  chemical,  food  and  motor  car industries; 
the manufacture of metal  structures,  electrical and 
electronic engineering,  mechanical  equipment  and machine 
construction; 
service activities qualifying  for  assistance are those  concerned 
with tourism and  those which have  a  choice of location.  They 
should have  a  direct  impact  on  the development  of the region 
and  on  the level of employn1ent.  Few  projects have been  submitted. 
- 3  -2.  Infrastructures directly linked with industrial,  handicraft 
or  service activities 
The  Fund  may  contribute to such  investments: 
if they are  financed wholly or  in part by public authorities; 
1 
if they are directly linked- with the development  of activities 
covered by point  1  (industrial,  handicraft or  service activities). 
Aid  from the  Fund has been granted in particular to the 
following: 
- the  development  of industrial areas, 
- road building, 
- improvement of ports, 
- the production  and distributing of electrical energy, 
- the  improvement of the telephone network. 
3.  Infrastructures linked with mountain  and hill-farming  and 
farming  in certain less-favoured areas 
The  regulation setting up  a  regional  Fund refers here to the 
Council  directive of  28  April  1975  on  mountain  and hill-farming 
and  farming  in certain less-favoured areas2 . 




access  roads  to  farms, 
electricity and drinking water, 
the purification of water  in tourist or recreational areas. 
0 
0  0 
It appears  that when  the decision of 18  March  1975 was  taken,  the 
Council  included in the minutes  of its meeting  certain explanatory 
comments.  One  of these  coruuents  concerns  the words  'directly 
linked with the  development  of activities
1
•  See  F'orm  02,  page 18 
(Annex  III) 
OJ  No.  L  128,  19  May  1975 
- 4  -Some  of the Fund's resources may  also be used to participate 
in the  financing  of studies,  in close relation with the Fund's 
operations,  at the request of a  Member  State. 
- 5  -II.  REGIONAL  DEVELOPMENT  PROGRAMMES 
The  Regulation setting up the European  Regional  Development 
Fund stipulates that investments may  benefit  from the Fund's 
assistance only if they fall within the  framework  of  a  regional 
development  programme,  aimed at correcting the main  regional 
imbalances within the  Community which  are likely to prejudice the 
attainment of  economic  and monetary union. 
With  a  view  to the drawing  up  a  such programmes  by the Member 
States,  the Regional  Policy  Committee has  set out,  as  a  guide,  an 
outline programme  (Annex  I)  in  five points: 
1.  Economic  and  social  analysis of the region 
2.  Development  objectives 
3.  Measures  for  development 
4.  Financial  resources 
5.  Implementation. 
An  annex  to this programme gives  an  estimated timetable for 
each Member  State for  the notification of the programmes to the 
Commission.  The  commission  should be  informed by the  ~nd of 1977. 
During  the first three-year period  (1975-1977}  of the F'und's 
I 
activity,  the  Commission used  as  a  basis the  annual  information 
which the Member  States have to provide regularly and which  thus 
took  the place of programmes  for  the first three-year period. 
From this annual  information,  the  Commission has drawn guide-
lines,  particularly as regards regions qualifying for  aid from the 
Fund  and the priorities to be applied in the  choice of projects 
submitted. 
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1 
OUTLINE FOR REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMMES 
In  accordance  with  its  terms  of  reference  unJcr 
Article  2  (1)  (c)  of Council Decision 7S/185/EEC of 
18  /vbrch  197S  setting  up  a  Rcgion:tl  Policy  Com-
mittee (1 ),  the  Regional ·Policy  Committee  :Jt  its 
meeting  on  6  and  7  October  1975  adopted  the 
follov,·int;  outline  of what  the  region::~!  llcvelopment 
prn~;r:tmmcs  required  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
724/75  of  18  tvbrch  l975  establishing  a  European 
• Rcgion:Jl Dcvclopt!lcnt Fund (")  should contain. 
At  the  committee's  meeting on  l  and  2  December 
1975  members  ~rated  what  periods  the  regional 
lkvclopmcnt  programmes  were  expected  to  cover 
and roughly whrn, assuming they did so, they would 
be notified to  the Commission;  these particulars are 
annexed  to  the  outline  .JS  to  the  programmes' 
contents. 
This outline of what regional dc·;clopmcut prol_jr<tlll-
mcs  should  contain  is  indicative,  and  should  be 
intcrprct~.:ll in  a  flexible manner, bearing in  mind the 
considcr·.<ble  diffc:n:nccs  bctw.;cn  l\·lember  States  in 
the  n.tture anJ sc1le  of  the  rcgione1l  probkms  fa.:·cd, 
the  gcogr:~phieo1l size of rcgion:tl  programming units, 
the  regional  policy  measures  in  force,  anJ  regional 
administrative 5ystems.  · 
itq;ional  devclupment  programmes  in  the  sen5C  of 
the  EF.C  Regulations are in  priuciple concerned with 
rcgiom  qualifying  for  ERDI;  conlributions.  !•v1cmbcr 
Statc:s  shoukl  prepare  these  pco~;r.m1mcs by  regions 
and areas or by  groups of regions, taking account in 
parricuhr  of  the  institutional  fr;lmcwork  and  the 
s:atistics available. 
Region.1l  llt:vdopmcnt progrc1mmcs  should have  fiYe 
chaptcrs: 
1.  economic auJ social analysis; 
2.  dcvclopmcm obiectives; 
J.  me:1surcs  fnr  development; 
4.  finc111ci:t1  resources; 
5.  implementation. 
( 1)  OJ No L 7J, 21. 3.  197.5,  p.  47. 
(~)  0.1  No  L 7.1,  21.  .1.  1975,  p.  L 
1  OJ  c  69, ·24 March  1976 
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L  Social aud economic :~nalysis (diagnosis) 
The pmp.osc is  an appropriate economic analysis and 
not  a  simple  statistict!  description.  The  analysis 
should  reveal  the  main  rq;innal  probkms  ami  their 
causes.  It  is  mandatory  for  all  Member  States. 
Obicctives anll means will  be defined accordingly. 
This analysis performed with the help  of the relevant 
statistics rh::tt  are avaiLtblc  (for instance  st:Histic~ on 
income, output, population, ::tctivity  rate, strudme of 
production and  employment,  unemplopm:nt,  migra-
tion, productivity, provision of infrastmcwrc) should 
cover the followint; subjects: 
(a)  main  aspects  ,_,f  past  economic  and  social 
development; 
(b)  principal  imbalant:es  besetting  the  rc~ion  and 
th .:i r  causes; 
(c)  dfccts of past currcctiw action; 
(d)  dcvdopmcnt  possibilities  and  cc,nditions, 
includin3 bottlenecks; 
(c)  probahle economic anLl social dcvelopPl,t;t during 
thc•programmc  period  provided  no  nc·.v  bctors 
intrrven~,  to  the  extent  thar· it  is  possible  to 
foresee  dcvclupmcnts with a  minimum degree of 
:lSSUf:lnCe. 
This  analysis  should  be  set  in  the  wider  e<:<>ncmic 
and  ~ociJl context of th<:  country as  a  whole.  \Y/hat 
mr~tters  are  th~  conclusions  of  th<:  <l:talysJs, 
irrcopcctive of the tEc:thods  <1pplied  anrl  the statistical 
material used. 
2.  Dcv~hpl•H"nt objt:ctives 
ln  this  chaptl'r,  the  "udirte·of  region:~! ..lcvdopmcnt 
programmes shouU ;;o bcyl>nd  ~ sil!iplc indic:llion of 
broad  aims  S\lch  as  r:cising  the  stclnd:Hll  of.  living, 
crc:1t ing  jobs,  rcd:,.._,i;lg  lUltnlp1uynlcllt  or  ll\;l~ration, 
etc.  The  dcvdopm<:Pt  t<,rgcts  of dw  rcgiu:1  1\lllSt  be 
more  dea:·ly  spc<:i[icd  anll,  as  hr  JS  possible, 
quantified, at iva\t in "l hr as  (<'rt.air.  hoo.ic  clements 
arc  concerned.  'i\1hnc  it  p;o\T~  IL>l)l'-'';·itblc  for 
sufficiently ·impt,n·.wr  pr:lctical  rc;;<;•Jtl:i  to  qucl!1tify 
a  dcn:lopnH:ut  t:lt[;<'t,  or  target:;,  a  sufficiently dct.1ilr:d  s:••·cifi,·:Hion,  if  rckv.mt in  qualitative lerms, 
uf tlll'  ~i111  01  ;1i111s  cuul.l lw  givt:n  imtc;1d. 
The 111<»•  h.1~ir clvllll'llls to define an:: 
(a)  tlw  kvd uf l'lllployn•t·nt  and, where  pos~.ihk, the 
numl11.T  of  j  .. hs  to  be  nc;w:d or m:dntaincd; 
(h)  1hc  df<:crs :.nnt;ht on different economic :t'=t"il·itics 
~"d inco1ne of the rcgiun; 
(c)  rhe  prov~51\ll1  of  inlt ~stwctnrc  (if  not  rrcatcd 
under point 3). 
ln  addition  to  those  objectives  considered  to  be 
t'."'<.:ntial,  there  could  be  orhers  as  importanr  (for 
imt:~ncc  pruduction  strucrure,  demographic 
objectives)  whid1  the  Member  State  in  quc~tion 
miglll wish to c:mphasi1.e. 
Quality  ul•jccti1·es  should  :llso  be  indic11eci  lo  the 
cxt-rnt  rh:lt  they  arc  i111p01  t~nt for  region a  1 dcvc:lop-
mcnt. P:nticubr artcntio11  should be given  to  quality 
objectives  which  arc  mnsr  clearly  allied  to  the 
operations  of  the  ERDF  (e.g.  the  quality  of  the 
employment to he  created, of rhc  Pconomic structure 
and  means  of  production  to  he  aimed  at).  Other 
quality  objrctil'co;  uf  illtpOI t~ncc  to  regional 
dc:vdf•pmcnr  could  also  be  described,  for  example 
the  level  of  vocational  traininr.,  p:micu larly  in 
management, the  protcelion of the cnvirmtnlL'1ll and, 
wl.erc  rclcvr~nt,  the  at!itudc  of  the  population  to 
industrial activity. 
The  development  objcnivcs  of  a  rcr;ion  should  be 
cast  in  a wider economic and  social framework. This 
rebtes  iu  particul:tr  to  the  general  ~nd  sectoral 
macro-economic  ohjectivcs  laid  c.lown  for  the  whole 
wuntry in question and for the Community. 
The  objectives  indicated  should  not  therefore  take 
the  form  of  an  inventory  of  regional  needs  or . 
aspirations;  instead  they  should make tlp  a  wherent { 
whole at 1hc  n:~tional lCYcl.  In  question  here  arc reaL: 
targets,  compri:;inr~ practically  n:kva11t  priorities  for~ 
the medium  ter111,  and  which  regions  c:~n rl'ason:tbly 
· :~chie~·c  in  the  given  situation  with  the  means 
av:~ilablc. 
These  obj<:Ctivcs,  defined  for  the  whole  programme 
pcrit•d, would :1ppear on  :111  impkmcnution schnlule 
fr.,m  yc.1r  to year, if  it  w:1~ possible  to do so,  and if 
thi!;  would :-tdd  to 1he  t•fft-rliveness of rill' programme. 
3.  Measures for development 
In  this chapter the prognmmcs shoulc.l  give details-
in  real  terms,  the  fin<1m:ial  countt,rpart  bciug,  dc<~ll 
wirh  in  the  next  ch;tptcr  -- of  the  dcvdopmmt 
me:~surcs envisaged  in  order to  arr:1in  the objer1ivcs 
indicated. 
Of essential concern arc: 
(a)  direct regional policy  measures in  the strict sense 
snch  as  aids,  disincentives,  decentralizing  public 
services,  financial  equalization  systems  between 
regions, etc.; 
(h)  investment  in  infrastructure  (economic  and 
social)  for regional dcvclopmcht purposes. 
In  so  far  as  they h:wc  an effect on regional develop-
ment,  and  bearing  in  mind  differences  in  the 
admini>trativc structures of Member States, program-
lilt'S could also give details of other mc:~sures, such  as 
those related to: 
(a)  industrial and agricultural policy; 
(b)  social policy; 
(c)  vocational  tr:~ining; 
(d)  physical planning and social cultural amenities. 
4.  Financial resources 
This  chapter  should  deal  with  the  financial  means 
which  it  is  proposed  to  allocate  to  programme 
implementation bearing in  mind that: 
- expenditure  on  regional  development  measures 
falls within a wider hudgetary fmmework at Com-
munity,  national  and  regional  levels  which  can 
limit the extent to which it is  possible to forecast 
this c::,:penditure, 
it  is  difficult  to  estimate  i1~  advance  the  cost  of 
certain  regional  development  measures  and 
inflation adds to the difficulty. 
Disaggregation should be  by way of: 
- sortrccs 
a clear dislinction should he drawn between Com-
munity,  national  ;11\d  olhcr  sourcl's  (rL·gional, 
local  govcmmcnt,  etc.).  The  sources  in  the  bst 
- 8  -lcltc·gor)'  ,llOuld  he  illcliclted  if  th<:y  have  r<::ll 
in1port:lllCt:  for  regional  dcl'dnpllH'Ilt,  and  if  it  is 
:llhnini,trcllil'c·lr  kasihk  to  !~ivc  separate  ligures. 
There llltlq uf courSl' he no double rounring; 
ty{ll! of t':>."{Jcnditure 
(:1)  outlays  to  fi.nancc  infra~tructure,  drawing  a 
di:>tinction,  where  possible  between  normal 
and  extraordinary  expenditure  on  the  one 
h:~ncl, anLl  between totJl outlays for this item 
and  those  thereof  qualifying  for  an  ERDF 
contribution on the other hand; 
(b)  direct aids to private investment qualifying for 
an ERDF contribution (capital grants, interest 
rebates  or.  their  eqnivalt:nt  where  loans  at 
reduced  rate  of  interest  are  concern~.xl  and, 
where :lpplio..:ablc,  aid granted  in  the term  of 
rent rchates or exemption from  payments of 
rents of factories); 
(c)  when :lVailable and where rclev:mt for regional 
development,  other  forms  of  aid  to  under-
takings (employment premiums, cuts in social 
security  contributions,  tax  abatements  and 
exemptions,  preferential  prices  and  tariffs 
etc.), as well as sectoral aids; 
(d)  when .1vailablc and where rclcv:lllt for r~gional 
development,  public  welfare  (soci:~l  hudgct, 
uncrnplormcnt benefit, exemption fro1r.  direct 
taxation, etc.); 
region 
programming or budget year 
in  so  far  as  ctlrc:ld)'  existing d:1ta  or information 
that can be made:  available will  permit; CI'CIItU:llly 
this  iniormation  c:tn  be  extended  during  the 
realization of the programme. 
R"gimul  development  mc:1surcs  :ldt)Jltt·d  hy  the 
~·k111l>cr States  ~huuld· k·  as~cssl'll  withiu  the  wider 
frcuncwork  of  public  invcsuncnt  (and  whne 
applicable  cm1~mnption)  pro~;ramniL's  cnvis:1gcd  for 
the c.:oumry  <lS  a wlwlc. 
In indicating the amount of regional c:>pcnditure the 
Mcmlx·r States should point out on each occ1sion its 
precise  nature  and  the  time  schedule:  budgetary 
estimates, draft budget, budget adoptt•d,  pluri:mnu;Jl 
or ::mnual forecasts. 
The programmes should also indicate -- where this 
information is  available - the volume of investment 
by  State  companies  or  major  private  undertakings 
(within the framework of posstblc programme proce-
dure  by  way  of  coutract)  by  sectors  anJ  brJnches 
where  their  imp3ct  on  regional  development  is 
important. 
5.  Implementing the programme 
This chapter should indit:tre where and for what the 
responsibility  re~;t~  for  impfemcntin,;  the  \\'hole  or 
part of the  prugrJmmes.  The  tasks  allotted  to  each 
agency  or  institution  shotlld  be  clc:~rly  stared  and 
details should be sivcn of tbL:  adininistr::lti,·~ methods 
employed to ensure consi&tcncy  between the different 
parts of the progrJmmc. 
Under  this  heading  ~!ember States  woultl  :tlso  give 
information, in hrnad outline, on the  in1plnncnt~tion 
sd1cdule  for  the  various  rnt:asnrcs  conrcmplatcd, 
wlv:rc these arc of i:ni:::; t.;;;cc to .-.:v,i. •11:,]  d~.:1·t:inpment 
at  Community  lcn·l.  Thi.s  s(hc,lulc  mit;ht  n·kr  to 
measures for  which  the  iin:\llcial  rc~ourc<'s were  not 
yet clearly earmarked nor adopted. 
- 9  -
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' ANNEX 
Timctahlc anJ time  st::~ks of regional development programm~~ 
Pursuant to Anide 6 of  C:olll~r.il Regulation (EEC)  No 724175  establishing~ Emopcan Regional 
DevdoJ"mnt l-und (OJ No L 7J of 21  },larch 1975), a  timct;~ble has been set for the preparation 
of the programmes such that th!'se will  be available br the end of 1977. 
The conmlittce mcmbtrs h:wc st•verally  stated such  indications as  they can  as  to  what pe.riods 
the  regional dcvt'lopmt:llt programmes may  be  expected  to cover and roughly  when, assuming 
· they  Jo so, they would Le  notified to the Commission.  · 
- The Gcrma11  programn•cs arc expected to cover the period 1976 to  1979, and to be notified 
to the Commission iu  January 1976. 
The Tlclgim1  programmes arc expected to cover the period 1976 to 1980,  ~nd to be notified· 
during 19'76, 
-· The  Da~rish  programmes  are  expected  to  cover  the  period  1977  to  1979,  the  portion 
concerning  Greenland  to  be  uotificd  at  the  end  of  1976  and  the  remainder  at  the  end 
of 1977. 
- The l're>z(b  programmes arc expected to covr.r the p_eriod  1976  to  1980, and to  be.  notified 
during 1976. 
- The Irish  pror:;ramm~s are expected  to cover the  period 1976 to 1980 or 1977  to 1980,  and 
to be notified during.  1976. 
The ltalimz  programna:s :He  exp~cted to cover the period 1976 to 1980, and to  be notified 
during 1977. 
The J..uxcm{Jourg  pror,rammes  arc expected  to  cover  the period 1978  to  1981  or 1978  to 
1982, and to be notified at the end of 1977. 
In  the case  of the  N.~thulnnds, a  conspectus of regional policy covering the period  1977  to 
1980  is  expected  to  be  prcp:~rcd at the end of 1976, and development programmes for  the 
north of the country and for South Limburg, likewise in  principle covering the period 1977 
to 1980, to be notilil'd at the beginning. of 1977. 
- The B1itish programmes are cxp~ctccl to cover as a  trial  run the period 1977 ro  1979 and in 
the final  version the period 1978 to 1980, the former set to be notified during 1976 and the 
latter at the  end of 1977.  However the  trial  version  is  not intended  for publi(;ation at a 
later date. 
- 10  -III.  THE  BENEFICIARY  REGIONS 
In spite of  the  fact that Parliament has  always  supported the 
principle of  concentrating aid on  certain particularly unfavoured 
areas,  the  Council  has  only been  able to adopt  the  concept of 
regional  policy at national level. 
The  regions  and  areas which  the Fund  can assist are therefore 
restricted to the aid areas established by the Member  States  in 
accordance with their  own  regional  aid schemes  and  in which state 
aids qualifying  for  assistance  from  the Fund  are granted.  Areas 
which have priority at national level must be given priority in 
granting aid  from the Fund. 
As  regards  investment  in agriculture,  the Fund  can  finance 
operations where  the less-favoured area,  described in the directive 
of  28  April  1975,  coincides with  one  of the regions  or areas 
covered by the Regulation setting up the  Fund,  or  falls within  one 
of these areas. 
The  following  is  a  guide  to the Commission's  choice  of regions 
receiving priority: 
Germany: 
Berlin,  the  Zonenrandgebiet,  the development  areas  receiving  25% 
aid,  without  excluding  other regions receiving aid,  for which 
special  justification must be  submitted.  ·The Fund's  aid has  gone 
primarily to the Saarland,  and  to the priority areas  in Bavaria 
and  Schleswig-Holstein. 
France: 
The  overseas  departments,  the areas receiving regional  development 
premiums  in the west,  the south-west  and  Corsica.  Other  areas 
receiving regional  aids  are accepted if special  justification is 
submitted. 
- 11  -Aid  from  the Fund has gone primarily to Brittany,  the Auvergne, 
Aquitaine,  the Loire  and Lorraine regions  and the overseas 
departments. 
Ireland: 
The whole  country is considered as  a  priority area,  special 
attention being paid to the western regions  and  the  'Gaeltacht' 
areas. 
Italy: 
Only the Mezzogiorno.  Aid  from  the  Fund has gone  in particular 
to Campania,  Calabria,  Puglia,  Basilicata,  Sardinia and Sicily. 
Netherlands: 
Two  groups  of regions receive aid  from the Fund:  the 
'stimuleringsgebied'  in the North  (Groningen,  Friesland,  Drenthe, 
North-East  and  North-West overijssel)  and  the  'Herstructureringsgebied' 
areas  in Limbourg. 
Luxembourg: 
The whole  country,  excluding Luxembourg  city. 
Belgium: 
The  areas  covered by the  Commission's  decision of  26 April  19721 
concerning  aid granted under  the Belgian  law of  30  December  1970 
on  economic  expansion. 
United Kingdom: 
Priority is given to Northern Ireland,  the special  development 
areas  and  the  development  areas.  Other  regions  receiving aid 
(Intermediate Areas,  Derelict Land  Clearance Areas)  can  receive aid 
from  the  Fund if special  justification is produced.  Aid  from 
the Fund has gone principally to Northern Ireland,  Scotland  and 
Wales. 
1  OJ  No.  L  105,  4  May  1972  - 12  -Denmark: 
Priority is given  to Greenland but other special areas  are not 
excluded,  in particular North Jutland and  the Islands of Bornholrn, 
Aer¢,  Sams¢  and Langeland.  Other  regions receive aid from the 
Fund  only on  the basis of special  justification.-
Fuller  information on  aid  from the Regional  Fund  by region 
can be  found  in  chapter  4  of  the  Second Annual  Report  on the 
d,  t'  .  .  1  Fun  s  ac  ~v~t~es  . 
1  Doc.  COM(77)  260  final 
- 13  -IV.  WHO  CAN  SUBMIT  APPLICATIONS  TO  THE  FUND? 
Private  individuals  or  private or public organizations  do  not 
have  the right to submit applications  for  aid.  This right  can be 
exercised only by each of the  nine Member  States.  The list of the 
persons  authorized to forward  applications is given  in Annex  II. 
The  reason why  Member  States have  the  sole right to submit 
applications is that they have  themselves  to assess  thoroughly 
the projects submitted.  The  Commission  does  not have sufficient 
staff to carry out  such research.  Moreover,  all the projects 
submitted to the Fund  must  receive national  aid,  which  is added 
to or  replaced  in part by aid  from  the Fund. 
The  Commission  has  prepared 4  application  forms  for  the 
authorities of Member  States: 
Form 01  - investment projects  in  industry,  handicraft or  service 
sectors  of 10 million u.a.  or  more; 
Form 02  - grouped  application  for  aid for  investment projects in 
industry,  handicraft or  service sectors,  of less than 10 million u.a; 
Form 03  - investment projects  in infrastructure of 10 million u.a. 
or more; 
Form 04  - grouped  application for  aid for  investment projects in 
infrastructure of less than  10 million u.a. 
The  Regulation setting up the Fund stipulates that applica-
tions  for projects of  an  amount  less than  10 million u.a.  are to 
be  submitted together at the beginning of each quarter.  These 
grouped  applications  are to be presented by  region. 
- 14  -Examples  of  two  of these  forms  are  included in this guide; 
they are  forms  02  and 04,  which are used most  often,  although 
Member  States  must give priority to applications  for  aid to invest-
ments  of  10 million u.a.  or more  (see Annexes  III and  IV). 
It should be stressed in general that  investment projects 
are  submitted by the local authorities to the competent bodies in 
each Member  State  for  a  decision,  that these bodies  take a  decision 
after ensuring that the project is economically  sound,  and that the 
Commission  decision to grant aid  from the  Fund  can only be taken 
if the Member  State has  in fact  agreed to fund all or part of the 
project. 
In no  case  can  the  Commission  take  a  decision before the 
Member  State. 
- 15  -ANNEX  II:  List of  those  authorized to submit  applications  for 
aid in each Member  State 
FRG  Herrn Ministerialrat  Lux  M.  Claude LANNERS 
Dr.  Wolfgang  ALBERT  Chef  de  Bureau 
Bundesministerium fUr  Wirtschaft  Ministere des Affaires 
53  BONN 
Villemombler  Str.  76 
Belg. M.  Roland  CHARLIER  NL 
DK 
Inspecteur General 
Ministere des  Affaires  Economiques 
15,  rue Belliard 
1040  Bruxelles 
Fuldmaegtig Kaete  ANDREASEN 
Handelsministeriet 
Slotholmsgade  12 
DK  1216  COPENHAGEN 
Economiques 
19,  rue  Beaumont 
GD  LUXEMBOURG 
De  Weledelgeleerde Heer 
Drs.  J.R.  EYSINK  SMEETS 
Plv.· Directeur voor 
Regionaal  Economische 
Polotiek van het 
Ministerie van  Economische 
Zaken 
Laan  van  Nieuw Oost 
Indi~ 123 
DEN  HAAG 
UK  Mr.  V. F.  LANE 
F  M.  Jacques  CHATELAIN 
Delegation  a  L'Amenagement  du 
Territoire eta L'Action Regionale 
(DATAR) 
l,  Avenue  Charles Floquet 
75007  PARIS 
Irl.  Mr  Stephen  O'NEILL 
Deputy Assistant  Secretary 
Public Expenditure Division 
Department  of Finance 
Government  Buildings 
Upper Merrion Street 
DUBLIN  2 
It.  Egregio Dotter 
V.  BORSARI 
Capo  Ufficio Relazioni  internazionali 
Ministero Interventi Mezzogiorno 
Via  Boncompagni,  30 
ROMA 
- 16  -
Assistant Secretary 
Regional  Industrial 
Development Division 
Millbarik  Tower  - Millbarik 
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INVI'S'L'MENT  IU  INDT.DTRY,  HANDICRAFT  OR  SERVICE  SEC'l\lRS 
OF  LESS  THAN  10  MILLION  u.a. 




l .  t.  ()  app  1ca 1on N 
Legal  baPis of application art.  4.  § 1  a 
of the ERDF  Regulation  :::;.o;c  724/7:3 
Amount  of  invertment 
Amount  of aid requested: 




.I  •  I  •  I  1'  *'  '  I  •  I  I  I  I 
·The  cc.:rtif',ying authority ..........................................................................  ... 
. 
Detail  concerning this  application  iL  contained  in the  following  pages  N°  .•.....  to  •..••.. 
Authority or agency rer.ponsible  for this application ••••••••••.••••.•••••.•..••...••.•.••••• 
1)  3  Cclpie:'  to  be  sent  to  the ERDF  management. 
Prov1S10na' address.  Au~ de Ia  Lo~ 200, 8-1049 Brussels- Telephone 735 00 40/735-80 40- Teiegraph•c address: "COM EUR  t:trusse~s· 
Telex.  ""21 877 COMEU  B"" .i.  GI!.'NERAL  HTFOH.i'.'!.:'I.TICN 
A..O.l.  I~·  the Comnru.nity  contribution  conc~med by this  grouped application to 
be  added  to that made  by the  public  authoritie~ for the benefit of the 
projects(listed in the attached sheets} or will  it remain  credited to 
those authoritier.  as  re-imbursement  of aid granted;  in what  percen-
A.0.2. 
t age  ?  ••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • · • • • • • • • • • • • · • • • • • • • • • · • • • • · · • • • · · · • · ..  · • • · • 
Have  prliectr:  covered by  thi::.;  application  received  finance  frnm  Community 
'-Ource.."i  or are  any  the subject of a  current application  for  ~;uch  finance  ? 
If so  please ::pecify  : 
41  41  e  I  •  e  41  ... 41  •  41  41  41  ..  41  41  41  '  41  e  •  •  41  e  41  •••  41  e  41  .... e  41  •  e  e  I  41  41  41  41  e  41  •  41  41  •  I  e  41  41  41  41  41  e  •  41  41  •  41  41  •  41  •  41  41  41 
1 )  ERDF,  EIB,  ECSC,  EAGGF,  Eocial  F'u.nd,  etc. 
- 18  -:·~ttmmari;:;e,  1n  a.tta.cheme:ll,  the  fa,-~tor·s  1-:tnch  JUr.llf  ...  au  1'''10'·'  ..;,1::ll·ib>JtLO:l 
L:•  the  pr·•,_:\JCi.~·;  grounEd  irt  lhio application. 
i.Uderta.ken  itt  f' .,,Jl;l  Of  the  I'8(:;iC_l[\  ':0:/;erneJ,  as  inrli•·ated  in  i.n['_l!~r.at!.<ll1 
(JCOnomlr  ..  a•:L:vi.tie~•,  L).Y  referc:nce  to  the  annual  infurrnatlCJ!l  pc1per 
( 
>;  •  I  . 
art.  (,  ~- <Jc., the  proJer.L  c:ontri1mtes  to  realize.  Spt:cify  th-~  .. b.J•~··ti.vec. 
.c1mpletion  of  the  proJect c;  and  at  fGll  [Jroduction.  ~;~ate,  j  __  po::.;::Ji.blc)  Jate 
at  which  full  productj (l!l  will  be  .r-e::~lif;ad.  \11-u:d:  direct  an(1  i:·.dirc:ct 
cffectn will  the  projects  have  on  employment  in  the  region  ? 
,,-,,  3.  •ro  1r1hat  degree  ;.all  the  proJects  dtrect.l;y  contribute  to  the  er~cmomic 
development  of  the  region"  Show  alfo0  how  far  the  prnjecln  1-Jill  cr;'Jtr·i0uU: 
indirectl,y  to  improving  th·;  econonnc  struc:ture  of  th~ regioll. 
i',-.).4.  ilesults  of  ttte  v1ahil1ty  il'1alysis  C'lrrie:l  out  L.i'  the  natl·J'1d  authorit.i•1f~ 
on  the  proJects. 
1;,  ~;L<mmari<.e  the  folluwin~ llll'urwiti.on 1  ;-;herr~  applica.ble. 
i:>  availalJle  for  the  prop;ct;.;, 
r:.ll. ~.  ln the  case  of  proJe-;ls  ~1iJich  enable  existin5  .;uL:;  tn  be  nFll:Halnc:l,  an~ 
the  cor1version  nr  restr11ct._,r·iog  plo: '1H  a.vil.l1 able  " 
Public  Tender 
l!:1te 
Attached  : 
:;hett  r~over.ittg  ~rO:Jj.J8d  data 
sheets  cover1!1g·  IndivElllid  rL1ta 
Summary  of  Jtlstifylng  fa:~tors 
-·  19  -
1\. 
.  I  I ThWSTRY  AND  SERVICE  PROJECTS  (GI..OBAL  DATA] 
~in unite  of national  currency) 
Toi~l  ~oct of projects 
E::ect  on  e:nploy.nent  :  Job~ maintained  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Job~ created ..............................  . 
D~ration of work  :  Start of work  on  first project  ••••••••.••••••••••.••• 
Completion of work  on  last project  •.•.••••••.••••••••• 
NATIONAL  CO~ITRIBUTION 
and  1:aj~e:~-:  ·~~led.~..!~~ 
Year  before 
1.1.197~ 
Grants  ! 
Interest  rebates 
Reduced  intere~t 
loan  ( interec-:: 
rebate  equivalent) 
Rent  reduction::: 
TotaJ 
l  ) 
ERDF  cm,nrRIBUTION  REQUESTED- ' 
1975  1976  1977  1?76 
1976  ~ :-:.?  1978 
197'1  1980 
Sl.lbSequent  r 
;:,·ear:  I 
I 
1979  :.  ?e~~)  =::  _:_"t8ec::·..4ent 
year£" 
l) Thls  amount  ic·  e:-tu.bli:::hed  for  each  proJec~ using the met-hod  approved  for calculating ERDF  contributions. 
- 20  -
TO'I'AL 
TOTAL llillUSTRY  AND  SERVICE  PROJECTS  (  Indi  vtl dud· da  h.)  ' 
ERDF  Sequence N°  in the application  :  No 
National N°  of the project  :  No 
Investment  amount  : 
Jobs  created  : 
Job<  maintained  : 
Starting date  (month,  year)  : 
Completion date  (month  year)  2 
Nature of the project1 )  : 
I Location2 )  : 
Sector  :  Product  specification and  NACE  code; 
if the project involves  agricultural 
products.  give current  and final  capacity, 
nature of raw materials, their origin, the 
finished products  and their markets. 
hll name  and postal address  and postal  code 
of the establishment  or the  enterprise  : 
. 
Assisted)area status of the location of the 
project3 
Priority area status of the location of the 
project  (.A.r1:.  3.  § _2)  . 
.  --- u  ~~  , '  "' 
-.!. ..r- '  .  -.  -· 
2)  According to a.dministrati  ve  stru.cture of the country concerned: 
United Kingdom 
Employment  Exchange Area 
No 
No 
)  l 
Ireland 
Designated 
Sheet N°  aqii&'OO~~O·tiQtt •• fl.(lo(lo 
(in  units d'na.tional  currenoy) 
/  g 
Town/District  Travel to Work  Area 
Town 
County  Non  Designated Area 
County  Standard Planning Region 
3) For example  :  Development  area  ;  Designated area.  - 21  -COMMISSION 
OF  THE 
EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
D~rectarate-General for 
Rey;iona~ Policy 
. ANNEX  IV 
--
CONFIDENTIAL 
FORM  04/1976  (revised May) 
Nodu PROJ~T 
B  IDK ( o.  !J:!~~~!IC!J~ 
Affect11tlons  Dati! Oepl!n  ~ D11t& Arrlv~a  -·- Aff.G6n6ral" < 




All  G•n+•ole• 








GROUPED  APPLICATION  FOR  AID 
INVESTMENT  IN  INFRASTRUCTURE 
OF  LESS  THAN  10  MILLION  u.a. 
Amount  of  investment 
1) 
Amount  of  aid  requested 
Number  of projects 
...............  ~ .. 
I 
I  application  N° 
l 
l----------- ,j 
1  Authority  authorised  to provide  certification required  pursuant  to article 8  .• 
oo•••••e••••••••••••••••••••••••••••et~oooooeoooooooooo•o•••••ooooooo•••••••••••  "' 
Details concerning  this  application are  contained in  the  following  pages  N°  ".,,  I 
I 
to  ••••• 
o  •  o  o  o  o  •  •  •  •  •  o  •  •  •  •  •  •  a  •  o  o  e  o  o  o  o  o  •  •  •  o  o  o  o  o  •  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  e  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  •  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  e  o  •  •  o  v  •- .":. 
Authority or agency  responsible  for  this  applicat~on •••••••••••••••• 
1-~~~-~- ---~------~--~ 
1)  3  copies  to  be  sent  to  the  ERDF  management 
2)  delete  as  appropriate. 
Provisional address:  Rue de Ia Loi 200. B-1049 Brussels- Telephone 7350040/7358040- Telegraphic address: "COMEUA Brussels"-· 




Have  any  projects covered  by  this,application received finance  from 
Community  sources  (1)  or are  they  the  subject  of  a  current applica-
tion  for  such  a  contribution  ?  If  so  please  specify  : 
........................... QI&I······································· 
0  0  0  0  0  e  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  e  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  D  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  8 
0  0  0  I>  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  ..  0  0  0  II  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  e  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  e  0  0  0  •  0  0  0  0  0 
Are  projects  covered  by  this application located in a  "less  favoured 
area''  as  scheduled  UJ!•'~r  the  Community  list of less favoured  areas 
within  the  meaning  of  Directive  75/268  EEC  (Hill  farming)  If yes 
please  specify  o  e  0  0  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  0.  0  0  0  o  o  0  0  o  0  o  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  o  0  0  o  0  0  0  ~  0  0  0  0  G 
OD0000000D00030iii0000ID•00000000000000000000000D0000000.00000000eOOOO 
oaooq.ooooooe••••• 09o••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Indicate,  for  each infrastructure  investment,  its direct link  with 
the  dev~lopment of  production  (article  7,  §  2,  6)  in  accordance 
with  one  or other of  the  alternatives set out  in  the  interpretative 
declaration written into  the  Council  minutes  of February  10  and 
11,  1975  (see  explanatory  footnote)  (2) 
Projects Nos 
••  0  ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
A.0.3.2. 
Projects  Nos  ........................... 
.  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  .  . .  .  .  . .  ... .  .  .  . .  .  .  .  .  . 
(1)  ERDF,  EIB,  ECSC,  EAGGF,  Social  Fund,  etc. 
(2)  (Text  of  the  Council  Minute)  Re  Article  4  paragraph l(b) 
a)  11By  infrastructure  directly linked  to  the  development  of  activi tic·; 
referred  to  in Article  4 paragraph l(a)  are  to  be  understood 
..  ; ... 
- 23  -- infrastructure  which  anticipate  within  a  relatively  short  petidd 1 
or  which  ~ccompany the  implementation  of  investments  in  such  acti-
vities  and  on  which  implementation is conditional 
- in  exceptional  ~ases,  infrastructures  which  are prerequisite to  the. 
development  of  sucl•  activities,  where  need is demonstrated  in  the 
regional  developmr< . '·  pr.)grammes  or annual  information  documents  sub-
mit ted  unrler  Al·ticle  6  par<l.graph  6.  The  term  "exceptional  r;aGes" 
shnuld,  in  the  cont~xt of  this  clause  be  interpreted as  intended 
to  limit  the  n'"mbe1·  o:f  projects  submit ted  for .F'und  aGsistance  and 
not  thl"  r·0rjion~-.  envic-.<J.ged." 
B.  ASSES.SMEN'l' 
Summarisl'!,  ill  'l.ttnchme::t,  thl!  factors  which  justify an  ERDF  contribution 
to  the  pr·ojects  e;ronped  in  this application. 
B.O.l.  Account  for  the  connistency  of  the  projects with  the  range  of  actions 
undertrtken  in  favour  of  the  region  concerned,  as  apparent  frnm  infor-
mation  supplied  pursuc.,n t:  t<"l  Article  6  of  the  ERDF  Regulation  EEC  724/75. 
In  particul~r,  srecify  the  measures  envisaged  in  respect  of  infrastruriture,· 
by  ref~rence to  the  annuet.l  information  paper  (art.  6  §  6c),  the  project 
contribut~s to  realiz~.  ~pecify the  objectives  the  project will  further. 
B.0.2.  The  direcL  or  indirect  effects  the  projects will  have  on  em~loy~ent in 
the  rec;ions. 
8.0.3.  To  what  decree  will  the  projects directly contribute  to  the  economic 
development  of  the  res1on.  Show  also  how  far  the  projects will contri-
bute  indirectly  to  improviug  the  economic  structure  of  the  region., 
B.0.4.  Hesults of  the  cost  benefit analysis  and  related factors  taken into 
consideration. 
B.0.5.  Public tender,  published or to be published where.a.nd when 1), 
if not,  why  ? 
Date 
Att_ac~ : 
Sheet  covering grouped  data 
sheets  covering  individual  data 
Summary  of  justifying factors 
l) O.J.  L 185/5  of  16  August  1971 




TF"'RASTPTJCrnTJ RE  PRO.IEC'T'S  ( Glo hal  ciat F1) 
(in  units of  na~ionaJ.  currency) 
rrn+R_l..  r"OF;t  ()f  +he  ~rojef'tS  ••••••••••••••••••••••••  ... ••• 
DurR~ion of  work  :  Start of  wor~ on  firs~ project  •••••••••••••••••••• 
Com~letion  ~f  wnrk  on  last  ~roject  0  0  e  e  0  0  •  0  •  D  0  •  0  41  0  0 
PUBLIC  SECTOR  EXPENDITURE  IN  RESPECT  OF  WHICH  AN  ERDF  CONTRIBUTION  IS  REQ0?STED 
anJ  payment  schedule 
19?5  1976  1977 
~--- - ·-
L__ _______ 
E~DF CONTRIBUTION  REQUES'l'ED 
Rnci  ~?.yment  scherlule 
1976  1977 
1978  1979 
1978  1979 
- 25  -
1980  subsequent 
;vears 
_  _._ ___ 
---- ----- -- -· --------
1980  subsequent 
years 
---L-~--· 
She•+  No  ••••••••••• 
t'Jtal 
uaid  after  total 
1.1.1975 
L___  _ 
I 
total j. 
INJI'I¥ASTffiJCTURE  PROJECTS  (Individual cia h.) 
ERDF  Se~~ence N°  in the application  :  No 
Nationa-::.  ~~
0  of  the  project  :  :tt 
Total  coft of complete  project  : 
Total public  a:x:pendi ture  a.nd  part thereof in  respect 
of which  ERDF'  aid is  requested  : 
Starting daie  (month,  year)  : 
Completion  date  (month,  year)  : 
Nature o: the projectl)  : 
Locaticn2Y 3)  I 
Description of the  project  : 
Full  name  and postal  addres'  and  postal  code 
of the authority or  agency responsible 
Assisted area  ~tatus of the  location of the project 4) 
Priority area status of the location of the 
project  (A.rt.  3,  §  2) 
l) Specify:  new  construction,  new  plant or machinery,  extension or modernisation/improvement 
2)  Accordi~ to administrative structure  of the countr.y concerned  : 
Tr)l-:·:, lnistric  t 
11'\..nt.·\r 
3) For roa.tL  and  :ir.~i- .._,.  tr~~,;port 
4) ~r  example  :  Development  aree_ 
United  Kingdom 
Emplo;,'rnent  Exchange  Area 
Travel~o Work  Area 





Non  Designated Area 
i.nv;.;s-tments  attach map showing location  of project. 
lh:'ls :' &-'Ia.t ~d area. 
- 26  -
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1.  The  general  case  (envisaged  in  the  first  clause  of  the  Council 
Declaration). 
In  this  car,e  thf!  infnast r·ncture  investment  should  have  the  followin~. 
characteriotics  : 
1.1.  The  investment  shoulli  ~m-~_n_e_, either of itself or  though its place 
in  an  ens~rnble  of  related  and  interdependent infrastructures,  the 
2:_eali~ti_o_!1_2.f  __ }!_l_.Y_estmen to_  in  the  productive activities envisaged  in 
article  4,  §  l,  a). 
1.2. The  ~~!-~~~~of implementation  of  these  investments  ~-~d_j_ak~ 
pl~~-}-_!1_  !!J~[_i~_d_ not t:Y ·  ... ,,eding  : 
a)  two  years after  completion  of  the  infrastructure 
or 
b)  ro·ur  years after commencement  of  the  ensemble  in instances where 
the  insertion of  the  infrastructure  envisaged  requires  an  implemen-
tation period  exceeding  two  years  (although  the  technical  characte-
ristics of  the  project  may  allow partial utilisation of  the  ensemble 
of  infrastructure). 
2.  Prere~site_~!~~~a~.tr~-0~r~ (envisaged in the  second  clause  of  the 
Council  Declaration). 
In  this case  the  infrastructure investment  should  have  the  tollowing 
characteristics  : 
2.1.  The  adjective  ":P!~!~_9~l~EJ:.!~ is related  to 'lievelopment  efforts" and  not 
to  the  development  itself. One  may  therefore  regard  prerequisite  infr.<J.-
structures as  preceding infrastructures  related  to  development. 
2.2.  These  infrastructure~  ~hnuld be  ~~~?~ary 1  that is to  say,  without 
them  one  could  not  estAblish,  or  could  not  establish in  an  economically 
satisfactory manner,  the  other infrastr'uctures  §E.£_  the  relat11d  productive 
investments. 
2. 3.  This  neces.si ty  should  be  _r~e.rr:o_n_s_t_:_':,t_e_d  __  i_r:_~h.!__a~ual_ inf_?__:r_:_ma t__i__o_~ k'JS~. 
It will  not,  however,  be  st.:fficient  to establish that a  region  r1eed<; 
the  infraBtructure.  The  information  paper  should  show,  inter P..lia,  t:he 
n~ture of  the  devcl0prnent,  the  time  schedules  (in  order of  magni t;1de-)  of 
that  effort  and  why  they  cannot  be  undertaken  without  these prerequicite 
infrastructures. 
- 27  -V.  HOW  THE  FUND'S  CONTRIBUTION  WORKS 
The  role of the Regional  Fund  is to  complement  the 
financial  aid of the Member  States to investments  in certain 
regions.  This  complementary role is  confirmed by the way  the 
Fund's  contribution operates. 
1.  Appropriations available 
The  basic Regulation setting up  the Regional  Fund  determined 
in  advance  the  amount  of the  commitment  appropriations  available 
in  the  Community budget  for  each of the three years  of the first 







In addition,  the  Council  laid down  the allocation of aid 
between  Member  States.  This  allocation,  which must  be respected 




























In  addition,  Ireland was  allocated a  lump  sum of  6,000,000 u.a., 
to be  deducted  from the  share of the other Member  States with the 
exception of Italy. 
- 28  -Regulation  724/75  setting up  the Fund  further  increased 
Member  States'  control  of  the  management  of  Community  funds  by  two 
other  methods: 
applications  for  aid  from  the  Fund  can  be  submitted to the 
Commission  only by  the Member  States  {see point  IV); 
a  Commission  decision to approve  an  application  can  be  amended 
by the  Council when  the  Fund  Committee,  made  up  of representatives 
of the Member  States,  disagrees with the  Commission' s  decision. 
2.  The  Committees 
The  Regulation establishing the Regional  Fund  set up  a  Fund 
Committee  composed  of representatives  of the Member  States  and 
chaired by  a  representative of the  Commission.  Within the 
committee Member  States'  votes  are weighted in accordance with 
1  Article 148  {2)  of the  EEC  Treaty  .  The  Committee  adopts  its 
opinions by  a  majority of  41  votes. 
It delivers  an  opinion: 
either in the  context of  the  'Management  Committee'  procedures 
{see point  5  below).  This holds  good  in particular  for  the 
Commission's  decision to  approve  applications  for  aid  from the 
Fund  submitted by  Member  States; 
or  in  a  purely consultative manner,  on  all matters relating to 
the operation of the  Fund raised by its chairman,  on his  own 
initiative or  at  the  request  of  a  representative of  a  Member 
State. 
By  a  separate decision of 18  March  1975,  the  Council  set up 
a  Regional  Policy  Committee  attached to the  Council  and  the 
commission. 
1  Belgium: 
10 each; 
58  votes 
5;  Denmark:  3;  Germany,  France,  Italy,  United  Kingdom~ 
Ireland:  3;  Luxembourg:  2;  Netherlands:  5;  totalling 
in all. 
- 29  -The  Member  States  and  the  Commission  each  appoint  two  members 
to the  Committee  selected  from  among  senior officials responsible 
for  regional  policy.  They  may  appoint alternates. 
The  Committee's  secretariat shall be provided by the  Coinmission. 
The  Committee's  task  shall be: 
to examine,  at the request of the  Council  or  the  Commission,  or 
on  its own  initiative,  problems relating to regional  development, 
the progress  made  or to be  made  towards  solving  them  and 
regional policy measures  needed to further  the  achievement of 
the  Community's  regional  objectives.  The  decision of  18 March 
1975  mentions  10  fields which  may be studied in particular; 
to report  on  its activities to the  Council  and  the  Commission. 
The latter informs  the European  Parliament in its annual 
report  (see point  7  below}. 
For  this purpose the  Committee  may: 
entrust the  study of particular questions  to working parties 
composed of certain of its members  or of alternates  or  of experts; 
receive,  iri  accordance with its rules of procedure,  the views  of 
interested parties  from  the regions  and  from  trade unions  and 
business organizations. 
3.  The  Fund's  contribution 
The  amount  of the  contribution varies  in  accordance ,.;i·th  the 
type of investment: 
(a}  for  investments  in  industrial,  handicraft or  service 
activities,  aid is  20%  of  the  investment cost: 
without  however  exceeding  50%  of the aid  accorded to 
each  investment by public authorities under  a  system 
of regional  aids,  interest rebates or  loans at reduced 
rate of interest; 
- 30  -limited to that part of the  investment which  does  not 
exceed 100,000 u.a.  per  job created  and  50,000 u.a.  per 
job maintained: 
(b)  for  investments  in infrastructures,  aid is: 
a  maximum of  30% of  the  expenditure  incurred by public 
authorities when  investment is less  than 10 million u.a.; 
from 10 to  30%  maximum  for  investments of 10  m u.a.  or 
more. 
For  investments  in infrastructures,  the Fund's  assistance 
may  consist wholly or  in part of  a  rebate of  3  percentage points 
on  loans  made  by the European  Investment  Bank  to projects  for 
developing less developed regions  and  for  modernizing  or  converting 
undertakings  or  for  developing  fresh activities.  In this event, 
aid  from  the  Fund  is paid to the bank  in one  instalment.  The 
Commission notes,  in its second report  on  the activities of  the 
Regional  Fund,  that no  Member  State has  asked  for  this  type  of aid. 
4.  The  complementary nature  of national  and  Community  aid 
'The Fund's  assistance  should not lead Member  States to reduce 
their  own  regional  development efforts but  should  complement  these 
efforts'.  In  these words  the  eleventh recital of Regulation  724/75 
setting up  the  European  Regional  Development  Fund describes  the 
global additionality of national  and  Community  aid.  Community 
aid is shown  as  a  means  of  allowing  the Member  States to release 
new  funds  for  other regional  projects of the  same kind.  The 
Regional  Policy Committee  has  recommended  that the governments 
introduce  a  special entry in their budgets,  at least under  revenue, 
giving details of resources received  from  the  Fund,  so that national 
parliaments  can  check  the application of  the principle of overall 
additionality. 
- 31  -This  recommendation  presupposes  the allocation of resources 
between Member  States set out  in the basic Regulation. 
The  additional  nature of the aid is also stressed in 
,Article 4  of the basic Regulation which  says that contributions 
from the  Fund  may  either  supplement aid granted to the relevant 
investment by public authorities or remain  credited to those 
authorities  and  treated as  a  partial repayment  of  such aid. 
This  is individual additionality which only comes  into play in 
investments  in industrial,  handicraft or  service activities. 
In 1975  and 1976,  all the Member  States opted for  the  system of 
partial repayment. 
As  pointed out  in  Cha~ter II  on  regional  development 
programmes  Member  States provide the  Commission with annual 
information on  the state of regional policy.  This  information 
should permit  the  Commission  in particular to check  the 
additional nature of aid  from  the Fund,  having regard to efforts 
made by the Member  States themselves  in regional  development. 
Article 19  of Regulation  724/75  states that the  Commission 
must  take  into  consideration,  when  deciding  on  the aid to be 
granted  from the Fund,  expenditure  incurred or still to be 
incurred after the first day of January 1975.  In the  2nd Annual 
Report  (1976),  the  Commission notes that  'only 20%  on  average of 
national public expenditure eligible for  Fund  assistance had been 
paid prior to  1  January 1976' . 
- 32  -5.  Decisions to grant aid  from the  Fund 
The  Commission  is responsible  for  deciding  on  aid  from the 
Fund.  It takes  an  overall  decision  on grouped  applications: 
these  are for projects of less than 10 million u.a. 
It takes  an  individual  decision in other  cases. 
All  the decisions  to grant  aid are taken under  the management 
committee procedure,  thus  allowing  the council  to take  a  different · 
decision  from that of the  Commission if the  Commission has not been 
in agreement with the Fund  Committee. 
For  infrastructures of  a  cost of 10 million u.a.  or  more, 
the  Commission must  consult the Regional  Policy Committee before 
obtaining the opinion of the Fund  Committee. 
The  criteria which  the  Commission  must  apply when  taking  a 
decision to grant aid are  as  follows: 
(a)  the relative severity of the economic  imbalance of the region 
where  the  investment  is made; 
{b)  the direct or  indirect effect of the  investment  on  employment; 
(c)  the  consistency of the  investment with the range of actions 
undertaken by the relevant Member  State in favour  of the 
region concerned,  taking account of: 
the  investment's contribution to the  economic  development 
of the region, 
the consistency of the  investment with the  Community's 
objectives, 
the situation of the economic  sector  concerned  and  the 
profitability of the  investment, 
whether  the  investment falls within  a  frontier  area, 
other  contributions made  by  Community  institutions or by 
the  European  Investment Bank; 
(d)  the principle of coordination of regional  aids at Community 
level  (see  introduction). 
- 33  -6.  Payments  and  controls 
Except where  the application  for  payment  is made  when  an 
investment is completed,  the  amount  of the contribution from the 
Fund  calculated by  the  Commission  is normally paid pari passu 
with expenditure by Member  States upon  presentation of quarterly 
statements certifying expenditure  and the existence of detailed 
supporting  documents. 
The quarterly statements must  contain the  following 
information: 
with reference to the request for  the  Fund's  contribution 
- the total payments  made, 
- the location of the  investment, 
- the total payment  requested from  the Fund, 
- the names  of the undertakings  concerned or,  in respect 
of infrastructure,  of the responsible authorities. 
In  cases where  the request  for  payment  is made  after  completion 
of the investment,  the quarterly statement must  also certify 
that the  investment has been  carried out  and  contain  the 
following  further  information: 
- the  amount  actually invested  and  the nature of the 
expenditure, 
- the  date  of  completion  and  the number  of  jobs  created 
or  maintained, 
- all other  information required  for  individual  applications 
(see below) 
-with reference to the request  for  the Fund's  contribution, 
the nature of the  expenditure,  the  investment  and its 
location, 
- the authorizing officer,  the  date,  the  amount  and  the 
recipient of the payment; 
- the period of time which  the payment  covers  compared with 
the time  scale laid down  for  the  implementation of the 
investment  and  the  phasing  or  instalments planned  for  the 
relevant expenditure; 
- 34  -- the location,  at the  date of the request  for  payment, 
of the detailed supporting  documents  covering the expenditure; 
In  cases where  the request  for  payment  is made  after  completion 
of the  investment,  the quarterly statement must  also certify 
that the  investment has been  carried out and  contain the 
following  further  information: 
the  amount  actually invested, 
the date  of  completion, 
the  number  of  jobs  created or maintained. 
In the  case of interest rebates or loans at reduced rates of 
interest,  the  contribution of  the Fund  is settled in  a  single payment 
on presentation of the  certificate covering  completion of the 
investments. 
Controls  are  carried out  on operations  financed  to verify 
whether  investments  are being effected in accordance with the 
Regulation  setting up  the Fund.  The  Member  States: 
must  make  available to the  Commission all information required 
and  take all steps to facilitate such supervision  as  the 
Commission  may  consider useful; 
must  carry out on-the-spot  checks  or enquiries requested by 
the  Commission,  which  can  take part in these proceedings  and 
fix  a  time  limit for  carrying  them out. 
The  Commission  may: 
reduce  or  cancel,  after consulting the Fund  Committee,  the 
contribution  from  the Fund if the  investment has  not been  made 
as  planned; 
claim back  sums  paid in error,  which must be repaid to the 
Community within 12  months  following  the notification of the 
decision; 
- 35  -suspend  payment  of aid to  a  particular project if an  inspection 
reveals either irregularities,  or  a  substantial  change  in the 
character or  conditions  of  the project  for  which the  Commission's 
approval  has  not been  sought. 
If aid  is reduced  or  cancelled the  outstanding part of the Fund's 
contribution must  be  granted to another  investment  in the  same  Member 
State,  within the  aJlocation of appropriations  among  the Member  States. 
7.  Publicizing aid  from  the  Fund 
The  Fund's  financial  activities are  in the nature of a 
transaction between  the l•1ember  States  and  the  Commission,  from which 
the  company  concerned  and the users of the infrastructures are  com-
pletely excluded.  To  compensate  for  the  laCk  of  impact  on public 
opinion of this regiona+  policy action,  the  Fund Regulation lays 
down  that: 
1 
the  investors  concerned shall be  informed,  by  agreement with the 
Member  States  in question,  that part of the aid granted to  them has 
been provided by the  Community.  This  information  takes  the  form 
of  a  letter to the  investor; 
for  infrastructure projects,  the Member  States,  by agreement 
with the  Commission,  shall  take all necessary steps to ensure that 
assistance  from  the  Fund  is given suitable publicity.  This  is 
done  through publicity hoardings put up  on  the spot; 
the list of projects which have  receiyed contributions  from the 
Fund  shall be published every six months  in the Official Journal 
of the European  Communities.  So  far,  a  list has been published 
in OJ  No.  c  267,  12.11.1976
1 
This list does  not  mention  the  amount 
of the  Community's  contribution to each project or  group of projects, 
nor  the total  amount  of  the projects; 
before  1  July each year  the  Commission  shall present  a  report to 
the European  Parliament  and  to the  Council  on  the  implementation 
of this Regulation during  the preceding year,  on  the  financial 
management  of the  Fund  and  the  conclusions  drawn  by the  Commission 
from  supervision of the  Fund's  operations. 
A  second list has  just been published in OJ No.  C  166,  13.7.1977 
- 36  -As  regards  the usefulness of publicity,  the  Commission has 
said:  'The  publication of  information on  the  amount  of aid given  to 
individual projects assisted  from the Fund,  even  if it were  always 
possible,  would  not in itself ensure  or  demonstrate that extra 
regional  development has resulted because  of the existence of the 
Fund.  The  most  important matter  is to ensure that national 
resources  released as  a  result of the Fund's  contributions are used 
for  additional  regional  development,  and this is an  issue  independent 
of the  amount  of aid given  in respect of  individual projects• 1 . 
It should be  added  that the  Commission  issues  a  press release 
several  times  a  year  containing tables  showing  the  sums  it has  granted 
to projects submitted.  Annex  V gives the table showing  aid granted 
to each Member  State,  taken  from  the press release of 12  May  1977 
(see page  40  below). 
8.  Assessment  of results 
Each  year,  before  1  April,  the Member  States must  supply 
the  Commission with  an  overall statistical  summary  so  that the 
Commission  can  assess,  for  each region,  the results of the measures 
taken during the previous  year;  the  summary  must  also  show which 
measures have  been  aided by  the  Fund. 
The  second report  on  activities mentions  the lack  of uniformity 
and the  incomplete nature of the statistics forwarded  to it for  1975. 
The  Commission would  like the Member  States  to  indicate,  each 
year  and  for  each region: 
the  volume  of  investment  specifically aided by  economic  sector; 
the number  of  jobs  created or maintained in  consequence; 
1  Written Question  No.  102/76,  OJ  c  167,  21.7.1976 
- 37  -the public expenditure  involved,  indicating those  investments 
having  received  Fund grants  and  those which have  only received 
national aid. 
9.  The  special  case of aid to the Friuli-Venezia Giulia region 
Following  the  earthquake  in May  1976 which  caused  in this 
region  damage  so serious that neither  the region nor  the Member 
State concerned  could remedy it solely from their own  resources, 
the  Council  adopted regulations  applying by analogy  some  of the 
conditions  for  aid  from  the Regional  Fund  and  the  EAGGF.  For  its 
part,  Parliament  adopted  in 1976 additional  appropriations  in 
Community  aid:  45  million u.a.  for  agricultural  structures, 
15  million u.a.  for  civil infrastructures. 
Regulation  1506/76 of  21  June  1976  is modelled  on  the rules 
for  contributions  from the Regional  Fund: 
special aid was  allowed to projects  for  rebuilding  or  improving 
economic  and  social  infrastructures; 
the  Community's  contribution was  30%  or  from 10  to 30% of the 
expenditure  incurred by public authorities,  depending  on whether 
the  investment was  less than  10 million units of account  or 
equal  to or greater  than 10 million units of account; 
the Fund's  assistance  could  consist wholly or in part of  a 
rebate of  four  percentage points  on  loans  contracted by the public 
authorities; 
applications  for  aid had to be  submitted before  31  December  1976. 
The  Commission  could decide  to grant aid without first consulting 
the  Fund  Committee: 
- 38  -the rules for  contributions  from the Regional  Fund were  extended 
to the  special aid as regards  the  submission of applications, 
the payment  of aid,  the  control  of expenditure,  the Regional 
Fund  Committee  and  the publicizing of aid; 
appropriations  committed  as  special  aid and  not paid were,  as  an 
exceptional measure,  carried forward  automatically for  five years; 
- 39  -ANNEX  V:  Summary  of aid granted by the  European Regional  Development  Fund up to 
April  1977 
National  statistics:  Aid granted in million units  of account  (rounded  figures:  in brackets: 
number  of investment projects) 
I.  Industrial,  handi- II.  Infrastructure  III.  Infrastructure  I  IV. 
craft and  service  in mountain 
activities  farming  areas 
Totals 
2nd 
Total  2nd 
Total  2nd  T  t  1  2nd 
instalment  instalment  in;t9;17ment  1975':.7:+77  instalment I 
Total 
1975+76+77  1975+76+77  1975+76+77  1977  1977  1977 
BELGIUM 
I 
1.35(5)  3. 67(16)  5.41(38)  13. 80(91)  - - 6. 76(43)  17.47(107 
DENMARK  - 1.19(19)  3.36(29)  12.46(86)  - - 3.36(29)  13. 65(105 
GERMANY  I  6.18(79)  17.67(227)  6. 55(49)  24. 44(161)  - - 12. 73(128)  42 .11(388: 
.FRANCE 
I 
- 43. 97(302)  - 74. 64(133)  - 3. 88( 6)  - 122. 49(441 
IRELAND  6. 01( 6)  34. 44(76)  4.57(21)  27. 94(128)  4.  05(3)  9. 84(26)  14. 63(30)  72. 22(230: 
ITALY  I  21. 42(64)  115.  05(227)  - 2 52. 3 7(91)  - 22.08(276)  21.42(64)  389. 50(594 
LUXEMBOURG  I  - - - o. 75(1)  - - - o. 75(1) 
NETHERLANDS  l 
- I  - I  -
1
15.58(11)  - - - 15. 58(11) 
UNITED  KINGDOM  12. 82( 5)  102.71(298)  19.46(190) 161.08(1093)  0.02(1)  8.10(59)  32.30(196)  2 71. 89(1451 
TOTAL  4 7. 78( 1s  9)  !318. 70(1165) I 3 9. 3 sc 3 21 >  1583. o 6( 179  s  >1  4. o7(  4 >  143. 90(3 6 7)  91. 20(490)  945. 66(332' 
===============================================~=========~======================~============ 
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